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QueenNoble or known as Dr. Elle Ramirez, Psy.D is an American international ﬁne arts artist and
known as “The Queen of Textured Abstract Art”. Dr. Ramirez creates rare textured and embossed
abstract artworks from wall sculptures to embossed paintings. Her career began from year 2006
up to this present day. The artist is known for her textured and embossed abstract artworks
mimicking

planets,

natural

stones

and

rocks,

abstract

engraved

portraits

and

several

monochromatic to vivid concepts.
In this book, the reader will learn the short biography of the artist and author.
Website : www.queennoble.com
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1. Introduction
QueenNoble or known as Dr. Pamela “Elle” Ramirez, Psy.D is an American international ﬁne arts
artist and known as “The Queen of Textured Abstract Art”. Dr. Ramirez creates rare textured and
embossed abstract artworks from wall sculptures to embossed paintings. Her career began from
year 2006 up to this present day.
QueenNoble is known for her textured and embossed abstract artworks mimicking planets, natural
stones and rocks, abstract engraved portraits, several monochromatic and vivid concepts.
"Living Minimal" is one of QueenNoble's art books released year 2021.
QueenNoble is also an author of several mental health books like "Quarantine: The Challenges
During Quarantine and How to Keep Our Sanity". QueenNoble is also the author of the Novel
called, "The Cart Season 1".

2. Her Books:
"Living Minimal"
This art book is a compilation of several QueenNoble’s minimalism artworks. It includes a brief
meaning of "Minimalism" and the biography of the artist. In her art book mentioned that
"Minimalism" in the world of visual arts, media, music, interior designing, others, minimalism is an
art movement that started in post–World War II Western art, most popular with American visual
arts during the 1960s and early 1970s. The art book also indicated that a minimalist lifestyle
includes living with minimal resources whether in terms of a property like house or any
possession. The art book pointed also that Minimalism involves the thought and principle how an
individual chooses to live with all the fewer things and yet feel the contentment.
The art book also presents the one of a kind artworks of QueenNoble and detailing the inspirations
or meanings and images.

"Quarantine"
The book consists of self care during a pandemic period such as doing yoga, walks, exercises,
dancing and other activities to strengthen the body and mind. Spending time with nature is also
mentioned. Such as direct sunlight, fresh air, walk barefoot as these reduces anger and loneliness
and increase positive feelings. To get busy is also mentioned like learning a new hobby such as
cooking and baking, playing musical instruments, you draw and read books. Family time, taking a
tour on online museums, basic self care such healthy eating and sleeps are included. The
importance of human connection is also indicated that being safe is about people physical
distancing.
Talk with a family member who is living in an another country or friends online or via phone is
encouraged and to feel connected to other people goes beyond mere physical contact. Taking care
of one's mental health and well being are mentioned and when to get professional help. List of
inspirational quotes to stay motivated are also included.

"The Cart"
The Cart in season one is about a true life event of a lady who came from a reputable family. She
took the wildest adventures after the passing of her mother without anything left behind. As the
only child and both parents passed away, life wasn't easy for her. The true live story book was
released year 2020.

3. Career
QueenNoble career started year 2006 as a college student in medical ﬁeld and gone to art schools
to fulﬁll her ﬁne arts career and passion. As a solo exhibitionist, other than in the United States,
QueenNoble’s events are commonly held in Europe, Latin Americas and in the Middle East.

4. Artworks
In her art book "Live Minimal" she included several images of her artworks including their
meanings. Few of her pieces mentioned are The Native Scandinavian, The Tally, Iceland,
Outlander, The Money Tree in Harlem, Oxidada, The Recovery, My Shadow Is My Best Friend,
Sobrevivir, Protected, Spilled, Algebra, Iceland, The Stone Age Era, Camping, Hus, Moon Child, The
Woods, The Engineer, Doble Cara, A Joyful Home, The Typewriter, Newspaper, Línea, Golden
Tablets, The Grand Escape, Pixelated, and other images.
To view more of the artist artworks and to learn more about the artist and her works, visit,
www.queennoble.com.
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